Ninete enth-Century Newspaper Accounts
of an Eruption at Mount Rainier

Overview

Grade Level: 5+

Nineteenth-century newspaper accounts
report recent eruptions at Mount Rainier.
The minor eruptive activity at Mount Rainier
illustrates not all eruptions are large or
destructive.

Learner Objectives:
Students will:
● Recognize that eruptive activity at Mount
Rainier occurred as recently as the end of
the nineteenth century
●

●
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Understand that not all volcanic activity
at Mount Rainier is large or destructive
Recognize that the number of eruptions
at Mount Rainier exceeds the number
of eruptions we know about because not
all eruptions leave long-lasting physical
evidence

Setting: Classroom
Timeframe:

30 minutes; plus interviewing
and writing time
Reading about Nineteenth-Century
Volcanic Activity at Mount Rainier
Getting the Scoop

continued.....
NATIONAL
PARK
SERVICE

Living with a Volcano in Your BackyardAn Educator's Guide with Emphasis on
Mount Rainier

Teacher Background
Reports imply activity at Mount Rainier
during the nineteenth-century
Oral reports passed down by Native
Americans and early pioneers imply that
Mount Rainier’s summit experienced
unusual steam activity during the middle
and near the end of the nineteenth
century. While some reports bear accurate
resemblance to accounts at other awakened
volcanoes, today’s geologists find no
physical evidence of an actual eruption.
Some people theorize that the mountain
experienced a period of reheating and
explosive steaming that did not culminate
in an eruption of fresh lava. Certainly,
many small events leave little longlasting physical evidence. Other people
dismiss the observations as unusual
weather phenomena, or to sensational
journalism. These news reports, first
published in pioneering newspapers, make
for interesting reading. A few reports are
reproduced by permission. A variety of
accounts also refer to additional volcanic
activity around 1873, though little detail is
known of those events.

Prepared in collaboration with the National Park Service
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Materials:
●

●

●

●

Graphic of “Steam Activity at Mount
Rainier as Viewed from Seattle, Washington,
during late Nineteenth Century”
Copies of “Nineteenth-Century Newspaper
Accounts” student page
Copy of “Nineteenth-Century Newspaper
Accounts” teacher discussion questions
Copies of “Getting the Scoop” student
page

Vocabulary:

Ash cloud, earthquake,
eruption, lava, magma, tephra, volcanic ash

Skills:

Data collection, interviewing,
reading, reporting synthesis

Benchmarks:
See benchmarks in Introduction.

Newspaper reports during 1894 and 1895
list eyewitness accounts
According to contemporary newspaper
accounts, hundreds of people in Seattle, and
staff on an exploratory winter expedition
to Mount Rainier watched “black smoke”
(recognized today as steam and fragments
of rock), rise from the summit in pulses of a
fraction of a minute apart. Many observers
noted slight changes to the mountain’s
profile, now presumed to be changes in the
snow pack. They also sensed an increase
in earthquakes, and observed avalanches,
and rockfalls on the slopes of the mountain.
The majority of eyewitnesses were Seattle
residents who had a more direct view the
Columbia Crest part of the summit than
their Tacoma counterparts.
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Procedure
Reading About Nineteeth-Century Volcanic Activity at
Mount Rainier
Write a journal entry about a volcanic eruption to assess knowledge of volcanic processes
and terms.
1. Introduce this activity by initiating discussion using information from the “Chapter 1
Background” in this guide about different types of volcanoes and styles of eruptions.
Small events can lead to larger scale volcanic activity, intermittent activity, or a sudden
return to slumber. Display the graphic “Steam Activity at Mount Rainier as Viewed
from Seattle, Washington, during late Nineteenth-Century” during your discussion.
2. Provide each student with a “Nineteenth-Century Newspaper Accounts” student page.
3. Instruct students to read the passages as though they were observers one hundred
years ago. Then, ask them how their descriptions of these events might be similar or
different today.
4. Describe the history behind the newspaper articles as explained in the teacher
background.
5. Use the “Nineteenth-Century Newspaper Accounts” teacher discussion questions to
discuss the articles as a class.

Getting the Scoop
Practice writing a newspaper article on a geologic event in the Pacific Northwest by interviewing
an adult who remembers or witnessed it.
1. Discuss some recent geologic events (volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, lahars, ash falls,
floods, etc.) that have taken place in the Pacific Northwest during the students’, parents’ and
grandparents’ lifetimes. If needed, refer to the Cascade Volcano Timeline activity.
2. For homework, ask students to prepare a list of five to ten questions on the “Getting the Scoop”
student page to use to interview an adult about a geologic event. Questions should include
who, what, where, when, why, and how.
3. Instruct students to interview an adult about a geologic event in the Pacific Northwest that
the person remembers or witnessed. Students should use the questions they prepared and
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write answers on the student page.
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4. Ask students to write a newspaper article (two to three paragraphs long) to
“report”the geologic event.
5. Compile all the student articles and share them with the class.

Adaptations
“Getting the Scoop,” ask students to check their witnesses’ stories with published
articles about the geologic events. Did the witness remember the event correctly? Did
they remember all the important details?

◆ Using

Extensions
◆ Instruct

students to conduct an Internet or library search on different types of volcanoes
(shield, cinder cone, stratovolcano or composite) and volcanic eruptions (Plinian,
Strombolian, Hawaiian, etc.). How are they different?
◆ Instruct students to perform an Internet or library search on current natural hazards or
volcanic activity in the world. Advise students to follow the course of volcanic activity
at one of Earth’s more frequently active volcanoes, such as Arenal, Colima, Etna, Kilauea,
Mayon, Merapi, Oshima, Poas, Pacaya, Pavlov, Popocatepetl, Ruapehu, Sakura-Jima, San
Cristobal, Santa Maria (Santiaguito), Spurr, St. Helens and Unzen. Students assemble a
chronology of events that took place over a period of weeks, months or years. They write a
report about the activity that took place and predict what volcanic activity people living
near the volcano can expect in the future. Was volcanic activity spectacular and destructive
at all volcanoes?

Assessment
Use results of the teacher discussion questions to assess students’ recognition of the recentness
of eruptive activity at Mount Rainier; about how eruptions can be so small as to be disputable;
that not all eruptions leave long-lasting physical evidence. Assess students’ ability to think on a
global scale by review of their results on student page “Getting the Scoop.” Do their interview
questions glean information based on observations? Do students recognize that observations
can be disputable? How well have they applied information learned in this activity to a realworld situation?
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Refer to Internet Resources Page for a list of resources available as a supplement to
this activity.

Credits
Drawing “Native American Views Mount Rainier and a Lahar Spreading over the Valley
Floor” by Linda Feltner, Seattle, Washington, used with permission.
News accounts were assembled by Harry Majors and used here with permission from their
source, Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
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Ste am Activity at Mount Rainier as
Viewed from Se attle, Washington,
during Late-Ninete e nth Ce ntury

Drawing by Linda Feltner, Seattle, Washington, used with permission.
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Nineteenth - Century Newspaper Accounts
Background: Experts largely disbelieved reports of an 1894 eruption at Mount
Rainier until the 1981 discovery and reprinting of these early newspaper accounts.
Instructions: Read the 1894 newspaper accounts on steam eruptions at
Mount Rainier. Discuss the newspaper accounts with your class. Are the eyewitness
accounts of an eruption consistent? Do you find the eyewitness accounts believable?

Used with permission, Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Seattle, Washington
Living with a Volcano in Your Backyard–An Educator's Guide: U. S. Geological Survey GIP 19
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Accounts - continued

Used with permission, Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Seattle, Washington
Living with a Volcano in Your Backyard–An Educator's Guide: U. S. Geological Survey GIP 19
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Nineteenth-Century Newspaper
Accounts- Teacher Discussion Questions
1. What evidence in the newspaper articles suggests a volcanic eruption was in progress?
Pulsing jets of steam and ash, dark column of ash rising into the air, snowmelt,
possible deposition of volcanic ash, snowmelt revealed rocks not seen before.
2. Are the reports consistent? Do you find them believable?
Some aspects of the reports are consistent. Observers close to one another made
reports with greater consistency than observers geographically separated.
3. What could be done (or may have been done) to verify that an eruption had occurred?
An expedition was sent to Mount Rainier to verify that an eruption had occurred.
The group did not reach the summit, but viewed eruptions of steam and hot water.
Ash deposited on the surface would provide additional verification of an eruption.
Modern day instruments could quantify the amount of change to the surface.
4. If a small eruption did occur, why might evidence for it no longer exist?
A fresh layer of volcanic ash may be thin and indistinguishable from dust, buried by
snowfall, slowly carried away by moving glaciers, blown away by wind, washed away
by rain, and obscured by soil and vegetation.
5. What does the occurrence of these small events suggest about the actual number of
eruptions we know about?
Evidence for small eruptive events is not always preserved over geologic time, and so
the actual number of eruptions almost always exceeds the number for which we have
evidence.
6. What do these newspaper reports tell us about the sizes of eruptions possible at Mount
Rainier?
Eruptions at Mount Rainier can be small, difficult to identify and uneventful as well
as large, highly visible and destructive.
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Getting the Scoop
Instructions: Develop a list of 5 to 10 questions for an interview with an adult about a geologic event in
the Pacific Northwest that he or she has witnessed or remembers. Interview your subject and record their
responses on this page. Use this information to write a newspaper article about the event.

Living with a Volcano in Your Backyard–An Educator's Guide: U. S. Geological Survey GIP 19
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